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Abstract
Since the standardization of Emoticons (so-called Emoji) and Variation Selectors for their visual
shapes, some typographic requirements to control the visual shapes are being introduced to the plain
text encoding by using VS technology. The GETA MARK (“〓” U+3013) could be considered as one of
the characters which have so many visual shapes to be distinguished. In this document, the merits to
standardize Geta VS (GVS) are discussed.

1.
Background of Separately Coded GETA MARK
The geta mark was originally coded by Japanese coded character set JIS C 6226-1978, and Chinese
standard GB 2312-1980 included it too (Figure 1). The origin of geta is recognized as the upside-down
metal sort while the typesetters could not find the appropriate glyph from their collection. If the
upside-down metal sort is included, the inked image by 2 feet and 1 groove (see Figure 2) is printed.

JIS C 6226-1978

JIS C 6226-1983

JIS X 0208:1990

JIS X 0213:2000

GB 2312-1980
GB18030-2000
GB18030-2005
Figure 1: GETA glyphs in Japanese and Chinese Standard Charset Specs.

2.
Minimum Requirement of the Variation Selectors for GETA MARK
As the inked image of the original geta mark was determined by the feet and groove of the metal sort,
the it was looking like a heavy 2 lines at the left and right (in the vertical writing mode, Figure 2)
ends of an em square, or at the top and bottom ends of an em square (in the horizontal writing mode).
As a result, the glyph looking like a heavy equal is not truthful image for the original geta mark
shown in Figure 2.
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a: Face, b: Body (Shank),
c: Point size,
1: Shoulder, 2: Nick,
3: Groove, 4: Foot
Diagram of a cast metal sort
活版術楷梯(Kappanjutsu Kaitei),
印刷の栞(Insatsu No Shiori),
(Wikipedia)
p.10
p. 36
Figure 2: Original GETA appearance in Japanese Typesetted Materials
JIS C 6226-1978 (and its successors like JIS X 0208, JIS X 0213) used light weight glyph looking like
a heavy equal. In Chinese standards from GB 2312-1980 to GB 18030-2000, the glyph for geta mark
was more similar to the original one, but GB 18030-2005 changed it to new one. Considering such
historical changes, it would not be reasonable to revert the representative glyph in UCS code chart
from current one to the original style. Also an idea to allocate new codepoint to interchange the
original geta shape is questionable, because there is no semantic difference. So the variation
sequence to distinguish old style (Figure 2, GB 2312-1980, GB 18030-2000) and new style (JIS and
GB 18030-2005) would be a considerable option.
It should be noted that it is difficult to distinguish a geta mark with too light weight from the
repetition mark (U+20120) in Morohashi Daikanwa, because Morohashi Daikanwa and its
derivertives (e.g. Encyclopedia Dictionary of Chinese Language, Mojikyo, etc) uses sans serif
typeface for this character exceptionally (Figure 3).

Morohashi Daikanwa Vol.1, p. 453
Encyclopedia Dictionary of Chinese Language
Figure 3: Repetation Marks looking like light-weight GETA glyphs
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3.
Requirement of the Registry for GETA MARK Variation Selectors
As described in above, the visual representation of the geta mark was not standardized in the metal
typesetting era, because the feet and groove were not specified in the industrial standards (the
groove was a result to remove the extra metal). Some tutorial texts for Japanese metal typesetters
list several options when the typesetters could not find the appropriate glyph; the upside-down metal
sort, the 90-degree rotated ideographic glyph (Figure 4).
“活字がないため、あり合わせの活字を裏向けたり、或いは表向けても横にしたり、○や□を
入れたりして組み込んで置くこと”
Because the typesetter could not find the (right) metal sort, the different metal sort is put in the
upside-down pose, or over sideways, or substituted by ○ or □”
It is expected that the visual shape of the geta mark could not be limited to 2 or 3 appearances.
Therefore standardization with the registry like IVS is expected. The significant advantage of the
GVS registry is that it could be useful to interchange the possibly-unencoded characters with the
ideographic metrics.
 On 2007, WG2/IRG N1327 proposed the idea to have new block for the speedy standardization of
the ideographs for the proper names, without the applying the unification rules, by the
consideration of the long working time to standardize CJK Unified Ideographs Extension C, D
and E. Unfortunately, the consensus to propose it from IRG to WG2 was not formed in IRG.
There was no official conclusion, but the remarkable objection to the idea is that it is not easy
for users to select appropriate block to interchange a glyph, therefore the shortcut for the speedy
standardization of the possibly-unencoded characters may induce the future works for IRG to
check the duplicated encoding of the character. After the standardization of CJK Unified
Ideograph Extension D, the process of urgently needed character (UNC) was documented, but
the definition of the urgency is controversial especially for the requests by non governmental
organization.
 The registration of IVS was started to help the visual distinction of the unifiable glyphic
variants since 2007. Also the required information for the IVS registration is fewer than that for
the unified ideograph submission (e.g. printed matter evidence, typographic image of the
character, IDS, radical-stroke, first stroke, etc). But IVS is not the complete solution for the
speedy standardization of the possibly-unencoded ideographs either, because the base character
(with unifiable glyphic difference) is required to allocate an IVS; as far as the registrant (or IRG)
could not be sure the unification of the submitted glyph with an existing coded character, IVS
could not be allocated. As a result, the time to standardize the possibly-unencoded characters is
not reduced by IVS.
 Recent submissions to CJK Unified Ideographs may have the difficulty to identify the character
by the printing style glyph. Many evidences are handwritten material or faintly printed (and it
is difficult to collect multiple evidences for the rarely used character), therefore the discussion to
identify the stable glyph shapes is becoming the time consuming process. Many edge cases are
found and the consensus in IRG is not easy to form (IRG N1907, N1914, N1921, N1978, N1983).
Recent discussion in Unicode mailing list ( http://unicode.org/pipermail/unicode/2014March/000275.html ) shows the expect of the shortcut for the speedy standardization of the
method to interchange possibly-unencoded ideograph-like glyph via the plain text. Considering that
the speedy standardization could not request the consensus and the responsibility of the ideographic
experts, the information interchange via the geta mark would be a conventional and considerable
option with appropriate trade-off of the stability. Of course, the glyph specified by GVS should not be
prohibited to submit to the future versions of the ISO/IEC 10646.
4.
Items to be Discussed by the Experts
The important item for further discussion is who manages the variation sequences and the
representative glyph. Possible candidates would be following organizations;
 Unicode Consortium, as IVS is managed by.
 ConScript Unicode Registry, as they work for PUA assignment coordination.
 Registration Authority of ISO/IEC 10036, as they assign a unique sequence number to the
glyphic image as a part of the JTC1 standard.
 New working group under WG2, Geta Experts Tentative Association, to maintain the registry
before the official relegate to the appropriate organization.
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Figure 4: Tutorial Text describing about the possible geta variants
(広告印刷物の拵え方(Koukoku Insatubutsu No Kosiraekata), p.22-23)
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